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Executive Summary 
 

On November 1st to 3rd, 2016, the Coordinating Research Council (CRC) hosted a workshop at Sandia 

National Laboratories in Livermore California, which focused on advanced fuel and engine efficiency. 

The workshop was co-sponsored by American Petroleum Institute (API) and U.S. Department of Energy 

(DOE). The main goal of the workshop was to understand the state of the art and identify gaps in current 

research efforts towards understanding fuel and engine efficiency effects.  The workshop was comprised 

of five themed sessions: Technology Enablers/Drivers, Gasoline Fueled Engine Technologies: Spark 

Ignition, Gasoline Fueled Technologies: Compression Ignition, Diesel Fueled Engine Technologies and 

Alternative/Emerging Fuels.  Each session was comprised of a series of presentations by respected 

figures in the research areas followed by a question and answer session. Breakout sessions were also 

included on both days after each session in order to capture key learnings, identify potential gaps in 

understanding, and brainstorm new research ideas. This Executive Summary gives a short description of 

the speakers topics presented in each of the Technical Sessions.  The Extended Summary by John Hoard 

contained herein presents his detailed notes from the talks given by each of the speakers along with 

notes from the 5 breakout meeting reports held at the end of each of the Technical Sessions.  The 

workshop, agenda, list of participants, speaker abstracts, presentations, and reports from each of the 

Breakout Meetings are given in the Workshop Proceedings posted on the CRC website, www.crcao.org.   

  

Technology Enablers/Drivers 
The Technology Enablers/Drivers session was comprised of five presentations, four presentations from 

government agencies and one from a non-profit group.  Their presentations detailed how each 

organization tries to enable and in some cases drive technologies to market.  

Paul Michele from the EPA outlined the EPA’s statutory authority to push technologies to market and its 

recent efforts to use this authority to lower CO2 emissions.  Dan Bogard from the US Department of 

Transportation presented VOLPE’s recent evaluation of the light duty transportation fleet’s performance 

with respect to CAFÉ standards and what technologies would be necessary in the future to meet 

increasing CAFÉ standards.  Kevin Stork from the Department of Energy presented information on the 

Co-Optima programs effort to optimize fuels and engine technologies for fuel economy and green-house 

gas emissions.  John Boesel of CALSTART, a non-profit group, detailed their efforts to reduce criteria and 

GHG emissions through investments. 

Gasoline Fueled Engines:  Spark Ignition 
The Gasoline Fueled Engines: Spark Ignition session consisted of four presentations, one each from 

academia, government agencies, OEMs and parts suppliers.  The presentations detailed different 

strategies to increase fuel efficiency and reduce greenhouse gas emissions. 

John Heywood from MIT presented Octane on Demand strategies that could increase vehicle efficiency.    

Charles Schenk of the US EPA detailed his efforts to evaluate Atkinson cycle engine technology.  Mike 

http://www.crcao.org/
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Bunce of MAHLE, presented his efforts to increase efficiency and emissions benefits through the use of 

ultra-lean engine operation enabled by jet ignition.  Paul Najt from General Motors presented a strategy 

of using high octane fuels and aggressive downsizing to meet future CO2 emissions. 

Gasoline Fueled Engines:  Compression Ignition 
The Gasoline Fueled Engines:  Compression Ignition session consisted of four presentations, two from 

academia and two from national labs.  The presentations detailed the state of understanding of gasoline 

compression ignition and low temperature combustion with respect to fuel properties and engine 

operation.   

Andre Boehman from the University of Michigan gave a presentation detailing ignition behavior of 

gasolines and surrogate fuels under LTC and dilute conditions.  Many Sarathy from KAUST discussed the 

fundamental combustion characteristics of GCI fuels.  Stephen Ciatti of Argonne National Laboratories 

detailed gasoline compression ignition as a promising technology to meet future efficiency and 

emissions targets.  David Vuilleumier of Sandia National Laboratories detailed the effects of gasoline 

low-temperature heat release on engine operation and performance. 

Diesel Fueled Engine Technology 
The Diesel Fueled Engine Technology Session consisted of four presentations, one from an OEM, one 

from a testing and engineering resource facility, one from academia and one from a national laboratory.  

The presentations detailed strategies and technologies to meet present and future engine efficiency and 

emissions goals. 

Erik Kurtz from Ford presented the influence of fuel cetane number on catalyst light-off operation in a 

modern diesel engine. Harsha Nanjundaswamy from FEV, detailed the potential role of light-duty diesel 

in meeting 2025 CAFE requirements.  Oivind Anderson of Lund University explained the role of late-cycle 

oxidation for PM emissions and engine efficiency.  Ryan Gehmlich from Sandia National Laboratories 

detailed the use of leaner lifted-flame combustion enabled by the use of an oxygenated fuel or a novel 

mixing enhancement technique allows for lower emissions. 

Alternative/Emerging Fuels 
The Alternative/Emerging Fuels session consisted of four presentations, one from a non-profit think 

tank, two from national labs and one from a parts manufacturer.  The presentations detail the progress 

in the alternative/emerging fuels and bio-blend stocks for the reduction of green house gasses. 

John Eichberger from the Fuels Institute presented the market feasibility of advanced fuels and vehicles.  

Robert McCormick from NREL detailed bio-blendstocks that enable high efficiency engine designs. Blake 

Simmons of Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory explained the development of advanced biofuels at 

the joint bioenergy institute. Mark Dunn of Westport Innovations detailed the progress of optimized 

natural gas engines for phase II GHG compliance. 
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Workshop Summary Notes 

Workshop Introduction by Co-Chairs  

 Chuck Mueller (Sandia) and Steve McConnell (Marathon Petroleum Co.) 
 

CRC AVFL and Performance Committees are the sponsors of the meeting. 

Objective: learn from leading researchers on all aspects of fuel-engine interaction.  Deliverables: a CRC 

prioritized list of potential new projects.    

Identity and affiliation of participant comments is not to be revealed. 

CRC organization 

 Board of Directors 

 5 committees 

o Advanced Vehicle/Fuel/Lubricants (AVFL) 

o Performance 

o Emissions 

o Atmospheric impacts 

o Aviation 

CRC Charter: encourage and promote art and sciences.  

Members include fuel, lube, and vehicle companies. 

A 1931 CRC committee developed the CFR engine that is still used for octane ratings! 

CRC’s web site is www.crcao.org 

SESSION 1: Technology Enablers/Drivers (TED) 

Introduction by Session Leaders 

 Asim Iqbal (FCA), John Mengwasser (Shell), Paul Miles (Sandia), Leah Webster 

(Nissan) 
Sessions are intended to provide material for later discussion in breakout sessions.  Breakout sessions 

were used to identify potential projects and rough priorities. 

http://www.crcao.org/
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Where There is a "Will" There is a Way 

Paul Machiele, US EPA 
 

OTAQ – Office of Transportation Air Quality. We regulate everything that moves. 

The gates to market any new technology involve a research phase, leading to a business case, capital 

investment, production capacity, and finally marketing and (hopefully) consumer acceptance. 

At EPA we are concerned with things we don’t make.  Auto makers and oil companies make the 

products.  We have general statutory authority.  We prescribe standards (with enough lead time to 

develop the technologies needed).  We can set standards to capture what the market is capable of 

delivering.  Catalysts, diesel particle filters (DPFs), hydrotreaters, hybrids and other technologies have 

been developed in response to needed standards. 

EPA can’t develop the technologies but it can leverage the work of others.  There are companies and 

associations of companies whose goal is emission reduction; their work helps us understand what can 

be done in the future. 

Our authority brings hidden economic impacts to light in business decisions.  Decisions need to consider 

air quality as well as economic impacts. 

Our standards apply equally to all companies.  Everyone has to meet the standards.  Many companies 

sell products in other countries that don’t meet EPA standards.  It is unlikely that companies would meet 

EPA standards if they were voluntary. 

The standards mean that consumers have to purchase emission reducing technology; this means the risk 

to companies is reduced.  The purchase price of a car is a major decision driver, but the cost of the 

emission control system is buried.  It is likely the consumer would not pay for the emission system if it 

were optional, in many cases. 

There has been 69% reduction in regulated pollutants since 1970 even though the economy has grown a 

great deal.  These reductions are nationwide.  Air quality today is much better than it was in 1970, 

although people tend not to remember how bad it used to be.  OTAQ is responsible for 1/3 of the 

monetized benefits of all government regulations.  Our rules are among the most cost-beneficial of all 

government rules in terms of health and welfare versus cost. 

Some places in the world are still dirty – they don’t have the Clean Air Act. 

Our rules cannot remove all risk. Your solution might fail, or might be less effective than others.  Not 

every company’s ideas are the best.  Costs vary.  Consumers might prefer your competitor’s technology 

over yours. 
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Our rules do require that standards can be met with known technology.  We have to consider 

cost/benefit, lead time, feasibility in new standards. 

More recently, climate change has been added to our tasks.  CO2 is considered a pollutant under the 

legislated authority.  A large contributor to CO2 emission is mobile sources.  We have had two phases of 

GHG standards for LD and HD and an endangerment finding covering aircraft.  We are also implementing 

the Renewable Fuel Standard. 

Light-duty vehicle CO2 standards get more stringent every year through 2025.  The standards are 

working; automakers are beating the standards.  However, vehicle miles travelled (VMT) is increasing 

enough that fuel use has still been increasing. 

We think automakers can meet 2025 standards with mostly advanced gasoline engines, only a small 

electrification segment. 

There are also HD standards phased in through 2027.  These will save $170 billion in fuel use. 

There is a lot more to do in CO2 emissions. 

There are other programs like SmartWay for voluntary measures and market transformation. 

Discussion 

You show automakers are ahead of schedule on CO2 reductions; will that continue or will they have 

trouble later?  It is hard to say (I am the fuels guy).  Whenever you have a standard like this, the industry 

tends to over-comply as part of a safety margin.  That margin will likely continue as a safety margin. 

How do low carbon fuels factor into automaker requirement?  Does an OEM get credit if they use a low-

CO2 fuel?  There has been a lot of discussion but so far the fuels and vehicle programs are separate.  It 

gets very complicated if you try to combine them.  Vehicles are focused on tailpipe, fuels are focused on 

upstream GHG. 

Do you foresee regulating not just tank to wheels but cradle to grave?  In theory it could be done but we 

don’t know who or when. It is hard to keep the programs separate but they are not integrated yet. 

What is EPA’s authority?  Other countries try to get older vehicles off the road.  Does EPA have the 

authority to do that?  I don’t think so but not quite sure.  We set standards for new vehicles and engines.  

For some of the locomotive standards and marine standards there are some rules relating to in-use 

vehicles. 

What about drive cycle tests and their effects on emissions?  There may be discussions but I have not 

been involved so I can’t really comment.  It is an age old question – we have discussed changing test 

cycles a lot over the last 30 years. 

What is EPA’s process for making sure the rulemaking doesn’t unfavorably affect one technology over 

another?  I.e., electrification versus combustion engines.  The process is complex, with a lot of input.  The 
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regulations (especially in early phases) can be quite convoluted with averaging and phase-in.  A lot of 

that is designed based on conversations with people across the industry to try to level the playing field. 

Every company comes at it from a different place. We don’t want to put companies out of business or 

favor one company over another. Our goal is to reduce emissions as fast as possible without market 

disruption. 

 

CAFE Standards Beyond 2021 – Latest Analysis and Next Steps  

Dan Bogard, US Dept. of Transportation 
 

We work closely with EPA and CARB. 

Volpe is part of the Department of Transportation (DOT), established in 1970.  It has the goal of 

advancing transportation innovation.  Fuel economy analysis is one of our projects.  Automated vehicles 

and drones are also being studied.  A slide lists a number of programs. 

CAFÉ came in for 1975.  Amended in 2007, requiring DOT to set the maximum feasible CAFÉ levels for 

each year, and enforce them.  CAFÉ has helped the US save a trillion (!!) gallons of gasoline. 

DOT has not yet proposed standards past 2021.  Each CAFÉ rulemaking can cover at most a 5 year 

horizon.  DOT must consider a range of technologies and not favor some over others. 

Year by year fleet mix really matters.  The mix of cars and light trucks, and the footprint of the vehicles, 

has a strong impact.  There is not a nice single number to cover everything. 

In late July EPA, CARB and NHTSA published a draft technology assessment. Discussion and hearings are 

continuing.  The MD/HD rule was rolled out this year. 

How does DOT do its analysis?  We leverage the best information available.   

1. Technology characterizations- engine maps, transmission efficiency maps, etc. 

2. Full vehicle simulations for over 100K combinations 

3. Projected year to year application of technology as the fleet evolves including refresh cycles, 

shared platforms, manufacturer product portfolio, etc. 

4. Technology costs including R&D spending, tooling, amortization, etc.  Info from suppliers, 

manufacturers, etc. 

Full vehicle simulations: ANL’s Autonomie model is used.  Fleet evolution is predicted with the Volpe 

model.  These models are available and feedback is incorporated. 
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The analysis includes more than 70 technologies and includes how they group; see slide for the list of 

top ones.  New technologies are added as they emerge. 

The draft Technology Assessment report is 1200 pages.  Some highlights: 

A slide shows passenger car engines analysis.  Naturally aspirated (NA) engines decrease in market 

share.  Downsizing and turbo engine grow share.  More strong hybrids (20% by 2025).  Increasing diesel 

penetration. 

Belt integrated starter/generator grows to a lot of LD vehicles. 

Transmissions will add gears and reduce parasitic losses.  By 2025, a lot of 8+ gear ratio transmissions.  

Not a big shift in the CVT share.  Similar mix for cars and trucks.  

A lot more mass reduction will be included; there is only  a little in the fleet today.  More in both cars 

and trucks. 

Aero improvements are very cost effective so they will be widely adopted.  We are working to predict 

how much can be done (things like pickup bed covers for example). 

Cost of compliance will increase, estimated to be ~$2,000 per car increase from 2015 to 2025 – not a 

small amount of money. 

A lot of new technologies are hitting the market – Atkinson cycle, downsize (does that affect 

emissions?), etc. 

Pending updates will include assessments 

 2016 fleet 

 Improved vehicle baselines 

 Rerun maps with regular fuel (previously with premium) 

 Additional advanced transmissions like 10 speeds 

 Adjustment of final drive ratio for performance neutrality 

 Updated technology costs 

 Ongoing stakeholder engagement 

Discussion 

What does performance neutrality mean?  That is a complicated concept.  There is a spectrum of 

performance characteristics in the market.  The market seems to demand new models get faster – not 

constant performance.  Performance neutrality looks at a few attributes the customer cares about.  0-60 

is too simple.  We also look at high speed gradeability, towing, low speed acceleration.  We try to get 

down to 5-6 attributes and optimize the technology array to meet targets.   For instance, a strong hybrid 

might have a gradeability constraint, and when you have met that you actually get improved 0-60.  It 

takes study and care. 
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What fuel do you assume?  In the draft car analysis we used higher octane fuel for downsized/boosted 

engines.  In the next analysis we will look at regular fuel.  There have been a lot of comments on that. 

Do the standards specify what fuel is used, or what happens if you use a different grade?  We need to be 

sure that if the manufacturer requires higher octane we include the cost of that fuel to the customer.  

We want to see what can be done with regular 

You list some new engine tech.  What about autonomous vehicles?  The driver/vehicle interaction is 

important.  There is a lot of potential.  Shared mobility (high mileage on some vehicles but less overall 

for the fleet).  Truck platooning for low aero drag.  We look at VMT in our economic analysis; the model 

for autonomous cars is not well developed yet.  We would like to stay away from technology credits. 

How do you account for the “unknown unknowns”?  There are a lot of things we don’t know.  In the last 

week a published article suggests that due to some pending developments the downsize may have gone 

too far – systems go into catalyst protection enrichment too early.  How does this affect your analyses?  

We do a lot of analyses on the effect of fuel prices. We try to stay current. We listen and learn as we go. 

Fuel-Engine Co-Optimization: A Not-so-new Idea for the Future  

Kevin Stork, US Dept. of Energy 
 

The DOE fuels activity works closely with the DOE engine technology groups. 

Fuels R&D has two components: fuels and lubricants.  We also look at direct displacement of petroleum 

with alternate fuels.  The larger portion has to do with fuel related aspects of combustion.  Fuel- or 

kinetic-controlled combustion is a major emphasis.  Co-Optima is a DOE project to optimize engine and 

fuels together. 

Some history: 

 Early cars took advantage of fuel that was available.  The Model T allowed use of gasoline or 

kerosene.  Anti-knock index (AKI) was 50-60.  A 2.9L engine made 22 hp at 4:1 compression ratio 

(CR). 

 Market demand brought in anti-knock additives. These helped crank starting, and allowed 

higher CR.  Tetraethyl lead was added in the 20’s.  CR could go over 4:1. 

 By the 40’s the Model A got 12 hp/L and CRs were 6.5.  AKI was about 80. 

 By the 1970 refinery octane increased, CR increase up to ~9.5.  48-60 hp/L. 

 Removing lead in the early 70’s (to protect catalysts and reduce human health issues) resulted in 

a drop in CR but then gradual increase came again later.  AKI dropped and leveled out.  Hp/L 

dropped, 24-48 hp/L. 

 Electronic controls allowed gradual CR and hp/L increase.  By now, CR ~10:1 and some are 

turbocharged.  But, fuel AKI has not changed since 1970s – perhaps even declining. 
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Current fuels constrain engine design.  An E30 fuel with 101 RON could gain 4.5% better thermal 

efficiency by allowing downsize/downspeed operation without knock.  Fuel octane now affects normal 

fuel economy (FE) and not just off-cycle engine power. 

Can fuels enable different combustion regimes?  SI (gasoline), CI (diesel), or low temperature 

combustion (LTC - HCCI, kinetic controlled).  We are trying to fill in some of the unknowns.  What are the 

important fuel properties and what would they allow in new engines?  Engines and fuels have to be 

optimized together. 

There are many approaches to advanced combustion. You want to stay away from T- regions during 

combustion where soot or NOx are formed.  LTC can do that but it can be difficult to control.  Industry 

and labs are making progress. 

When lead free fuel was introduced it was based on sound research.  It was a catalyst enabler allowing 

low emissions.  It was done in an orderly and rational way, even though expensive and spread over a 

period of time. 

How did E10 get in the picture?  EPA originally said “gasohol” (E10) was not legal.  It needed a waiver to 

use it; when that was applied for, EPA neither rejected nor accepted the waiver, so it became approved 

by default.  (That provision of CAA 211 have been amended since that time such that inaction does not 

now lead to automatic approval of a waiver to the sub sim requirement.)  It was not a thoroughly-

considered change! 

Sulfur reductions in diesel were based on good science. 

USDRIVE’s Fuels Working Group is doing a study trying to say whether tailpipe GHG reductions are larger 

than increases in refinery GHGs for various fuels.  A test fuel matrix has been developed. 

Real world emissions and FE are the actual issues.  What is right-sizing?  ?  (It is not necessarily, always 

and forever, downsizing.)  How will the consumer perceive the technology?  Drive cycles can be 

important. 

Discussion 

Other things that happened: carburetors used to be very bad for A/F distribution, contributing to knock.  

Manufacturing technology has improved – cylinder to cylinder CR variation is smaller for instance.  Spark 

timing is far more accurate with electronics. 

Downsizing versus right sizing….  Real driving emissions (RDE) is a big thing in Europe.  In the US it is not 

such a big deal, compared to US06 or SC03 cycles.  It mainly prevents cycle beating technologies.  RDE is 

still under development, and may become more stringent at some point.  If real world testing comes to 

the US, it might not be like European RDE.  It might be done with real world fuels and not just cert fuel. 

EPA is already going through a process of adjustments for the recent change in cert fuels.   
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In reality, almost all the emissions (except particulates) occur just after cold start (unless you get into 

some kind of component protection mode). 

Does advanced CI under Co-Optima include both diesel and gasoline fuels, or is there a leaning toward 

one or the other?  There is a lot of debate internally about where it should be going.  At this point it 

includes advanced diesel as well as LTC.  It will include gasoline-like fuels (GCI).  Ideas like ducted flame 

or leaner lifted flame combustion can be considered.  It is too soon to eliminate alternatives. 

Driving Toward a Lower Carbon Transportation Future  

John Boesel, CALSTART 
 

CALSTART overview:  We are a nonprofit group with over 150 member companies and organizations.  

We work an all the different fuels that reduce criteria and GHG emissions.  A group of investors help the 

companies get the capital they need.  Our members include 7 LD OEM members.  No oil company 

members, and we would like some. 

We are a national organization.  We develop technologies and help to get them into products. 

Are we winning?  California gasoline demand has been increasing in the last 4 years; VMT is increasing. 

We need to develop “an insurance policy” in case climate change is real.  California is concerned.  The 

delta area inland of the San Francisco Bay is the source of water for a large agricultural area and many 

people.  If the sea level rises, those pumps start getting salt water.  San Francisco and Oakland airports 

would be inundated.  There is a “blob” of warm water the last few years in the Pacific Ocean.  Science 

can’t completely predict the effects.  Kelp has been getting depleted, potentially very serious.  So, 

climate change is a serious concern to us. 

For stationary energy generation, coal use is decreasing.  California has a 50% target for renewable 

energy – wind, solar. 

Car companies are investing with suppliers to meet future standards.  Our survey of OEMs and suppliers 

suggests good support for the existence of the GHG standards.  There is wide agreement that we should 

start now to plan for post 2025 to enable planning of long term investments. 

We have seen pictures of the US vehicle OEM leadership with President Obama, supporting the 

standards.  There hasn’t been such a picture with oil company executives. 

Auto companies and suppliers are setting up offices in Silicon Valley.  There is investment in ride share 

technology.  There is an increasing pace of tech development. 

Cummins Westport has an ultra-low NOx engine, 9% under the federal standard. 

We would like to see faster change in the fuel industry.  They have tremendous technological capability. 
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CA has ZEV rules.  We project this to be 15% of the vehicle market in 2025.  The Governor has said he 

wants 100% EVs by 2050. 

Germany sent an advisory resolution to the European Commission to ban IC engine vehicles after 2030.  

China is giving electrics serious consideration. 

Norway is very proud of having 16% BEV, 25% BEV+PHEV sales today.  Norway’s vehicle tax is based on 

the carbon footprint. 

California is considering a ZEV rule for delivery trucks. 

Moore’s Law for batteries:  there is a 30-40% cost reduction every 5 years. 

In 2017 EV2.0 will be on the market with ~$30K price (with incentives) and 200 mile range  This should 

open the EV market. 

Tesla is building a gigafactory for batteries –a  $5B investment.  Daimler is building its own battery plant. 

Tesla will offer solar panel roofing materials that look nice. 

Utilities are getting into EV-related infrastructure. 

More employers are providing charging etc. 

The emerging vehicle autonomy along with transport sharing (Uber etc.) will create an opportunity for 

EV growth. 

We need to start thinking beyond 2025 now.  The US has 5% of the world’s population but makes 25% of 

GHGs. 

Discussion 

What is the well to wheels analysis of battery production/disposal etc?  The manufacturing side of 

vehicle and solar cells hasn’t been analyzed.  It is clear that EVs on solar power are very good.  We are 

also going to look at methane capture and use.  We are just starting to understand the EV/solar 

opportunities. 

What do you use as the social cost of CO2?  There seems to be a large range.  We don’t have a number 

for that. 

The White House panels came up with $50/ton CO2 cost. This makes many technologies very tough.  The 

potential issues arising from global warming are very serious but hard to place in terms of monetary 

cost. 

Do you assume that combustion engines always are married to petroleum?  What about solar derived 

fuels etc.  We believe there are many solutions.  Even in the best case, we have legacy vehicles, and 
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many non-EV vehicles.  We want to work on more efficient ICEs and alternate fuels.  The recent drop in 

fuel prices has delayed some technology development. 

Technology Enablers/Drivers (TED) Break-Out Session Report Out  
Five groups discussed the preceding presentations and issues, and tried to reach some consensus on 

what are the main issues that need to be addressed. 

Group 1: 

1. Do you look at fuels to match engines, or engines to match fuels?  How do you do a broader 

optimization? 

2. You need a systems approach with well to wheels and policy analysis.  Items like scrappage (cash 

for clunkers).  Renewable fuels ICE versus alternates. Techno-economic analysis 

3. Can older data be modeled to see if the models predict where we are today?  Data is convoluted 

by recession and fuel price changes 

Group 2: 

1. What is the lifecycle analysis for electric vehicles, especially the manufacturing of batteries and 

fuel cells? 

2. What is the potential for Octane on Demand? (literature review – water injection, fuel reforming 

or distillation, etc.) 

Group 3: 

1. Look at well to wheel and cradle to grave, also globally 

2. Survey – consensus on cost of CO2.  Need side by side comparison of assumptions and biases.  

How does this change over time? 

3. Cost benefits of pollutants versus fuel economy 

4. Potential for very radical policy/legislation 

a. Retrofits for existing vehicles 

b. Bounties for older vehicles 

c. Performance limits on new vehicles 

Group 4: 

1. The combustion and engines community has an image problem.  Provide balanced assessment 

of available technologies for reducing CO2 and other environmental impacts of transportation. 

Group 5: 

1. Real world driving emissions.  Let’s go to the real world and try to hit emissions there – do we 

need as much hardware as we do in the lab? 

2. Lifecycle analysis – whole lifecycle.  Include electric vehicles and electrical power generation 
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3. LTC concepts – I there a next generation of base fuels CRC should develop?  Diesel as well as 

gasoline. 

SESSION 2: Gasoline-Fueled Engine Technologies: Spark Ignition (GSI) 

Introduction by Session Leaders 

Asim Iqbal (FCA), Greg Lilik (ExxonMobil), Scott Sluder (ORNL), Marie 

Valentine (Toyota) 
 

Octane-On-Demand: Meeting the Time-Varying Gasoline Engine’s Octane 

Requirement Through OnBoard Fuel Blending 

John Heywood, MIT 
 

RON is needed for knock suppression only at higher torque/bmep.  Fuel octane limits CR and boost.  

Most countries use a one size fits all strategy for fuel.  Can we use onboard blending to match octane to 

the engine requirement?  What are the benefits? 

Ways to permit higher CR and boost: 

 Raise octane of regular gasoline 

 Provide two tanks on the vehicle, with two octane levels.  Blend onboard. 

o Could fill each tank separately 

o Or, could use an onboard separator to separate the standard fuel into higher and lower 

octane fuel streams 

o Ethanol would be the key high octane gasoline component in all of these 

With the two fuel streams, you can blend what the engine needs at all times. 

For turbo engines, brake efficiency can be improved at high bmep when higher octane fuel is used.  

Efficiency is poor at light load.  Turbo engines can get to high bmep values, and on the efficiency map 

the efficiency is fairly flat over a large region at loads above NA engine levels.  However, the onset of 

knock can limit high load efficiency. 

A graph shows efficiency change versus compression ratio (CR).  Taking 10:1 as a base, there is on the 

order of 5% improvement in efficiency up to 13:1.  We really should talk about the expansion ratio.  If 

you resize the engine to maintain the same performance then you also get an improvement in friction. 
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RON increases when ethanol is added to gasoline, if the base gasoline octane is held constant.  A 

relatively small amount of ethanol is needed to get significant octane boost. 

MIT did a higher octane fuel study, where we included vehicle and refinery.  If you make the regular 

gasoline 98 RON using ethanol (like current premium), we think you have little energy cost at the 

refinery. 

Literature suggests you need 4-6 higher RON to allow a 1 CR increase. 

LDV fleet fuel consumption is predicted with different fuel octane.  There is about 5-7% lower fuel 

consumption for the higher RON in this study.  This is still a one size fits all fuel strategy. 

On demand approaches: 

 Two tanks, one E85, one gasoline.  You don’t need a lot of the high octane fuel 

 Onboard separation.  Use a membrane to separate the largely ethanol high octane components. 

What does the engine need?  A graph shows RON requirement versus bmep.  You need <90 RON below 

10 bar bmep.  The boosted region is flatter, peaking at 100 RON for 16 bar.  Average RON to avoid knock 

over different drive cycles is 63-56-83 for urban, highway, and US06 cycles respectively. 

A performance map shows the RON versus speed and load on a TC engine.  Fairly independent of speed, 

strongly a function of load. 

The onboard separation is done with a membrane.  You get ethanol and some higher octane aromatics 

in one stream.  The membrane is a pervaporization process.  Saturation pressure and partial vapor 

pressure drives the process.  See slides for equations. 

Charts show how much of the high octane stream is needed for different cycles.  The US combined cycle 

uses very little of the high octane stream.  US06 uses more.  More highly-boosted engines use more. 

Spark retard is quite important.  You can use less of the ethanol stream if you retard a few degrees, 

which doesn’t hurt efficiency much. 

The separator can separate 15 gallons of E10 in about 15 minutes.  You get E2 in the main tank, E70 in 

the high octane.  This is enough for most drive cycles. 

Overall, there is opportunity for a 26% FE improvement for ~$82 per car. Thus, significant FE benefits for 

reasonable cost. 

Discussion 

How do additives affect the membrane?  It is an important question; we haven’t looked at it yet.  This 

membrane does a physical separation; how the additives would behave is not something we have 

studied. 
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Could you chemically transform (onboard reforming) to get higher octane?  We haven’t looked at it but 

we are looking at other fuel separation methods.  Still an open question.  The membrane we used had 

some development at Honda so there was data to calibrate our model. 

What is the sensitivity and is it important?  Ethanol blends differently depending on the 

aromatic/paraffinic content of the base fuel.  Those are good questions.  We looked at sensitivity a few 

years ago; we think it is only modestly important so for the moment we have not included it. 

After the separation, did the fuel in the main tank still have more octane than needed most of the time?  

There are details of whether you process all the fuel at once etc.  It might be possible to have a lower 

octane petroleum base in this concept but we haven’t dug into that yet. 

Have you looked at the impact on emissions, especially cold starts?  Another very good question and we 

will need to look at it but haven’t yet. 

Evaluation of Current and Future Atkinson Engine Technologies 

Charles Schenk, US EPA 
 

We have been running Atkinson engines in support of FE rulemaking.  Will discuss baseline data and 

some things we have done with it. 

We are currently looking at comments on the most recent rules.   

In 2012, Mazda introduced an engine with 13:1 CR (US) or 14:1 (Japan) and very high efficiency.  Toyota 

and Hyundai are looking at Atkinson engines. 

We tethered an engine to a vehicle outside the dyno cell and ran on two fuels – the previous cert fuel, 

and the newer Tier3 cert fuel.  We also looked at hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) two-cycle FE.  We recorded 

many parameters including cam timing, cylinder pressure, etc. 

Late intake valve closing (LIVC) cam phasing is used in Atkinson.  It allows a high geometric expansion 

ratio with reduced effective compression ratio (5-11:1 due to cam phasing).  It also allows lower 

pumping losses at part throttle.  A map shows the effective CR versus speed and load.  Maps also show 

cam timing and intake manifold pressure.  There is large valve overlap at light load, giving internal EGR. 

Manifold pressure is not a good indicator of load in this engine – the cam timing controls the load 

especially at lower RPM. 

Maps show thermal efficiency for the two fuels (E10 88AKI versus E0 93 AKI).  The higher octane does 

improve efficiency along the low speed/high load region where the engine is knock limited.  The 

operating region over the FTP/HWFET hardly gets into this region.  Testing suggests at most 1-2% FE.  
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The difference is partly octane and perhaps partly composition differences.  At most 6 degrees spark 

timing difference. 

We ran HIL testing on the 2014 Mazda 2.0L engine.  We used the ALPHA vehicle model to generate the 

speed/load the engine needs to run.  An algorithm is used to optimize the transmission schedule, and 

the model estimates the effect of transmission temperature.  We had detailed chassis rolls data to 

compare for model validation.  A table shows that the match of model to data is within 3%. 

Then, we made modification to the vehicle model 

 8 speed trans 

 Active transmission warmup 

 Stop-start 

 Road load reductions at two levels, L1 and L2. 

A graph shows road loads for a range of vehicles; the Mazda was in the middle.  L1 assumes 10% weight 

reduction, 20% rolling reduction, 20% aero.  L2 assumed more aggressive values 15/30/25%. 

The resulting FE prediction is 50.6 mpg for L1, better for L2.  This is a mid-size car. 

The result suggests that with some items like A/C credit it will be possible to meet compliance levels for 

CO2 with the Skyactive engine. 

Further improvements like higher CR, cooled EGR could improve further.  We did GT-power models.  See 

slides for maps from the model.  Cooled EGR gives ~5% bsfc improvement.  CR14 gives about 1-2%.  

Cylinder deactivation was also studied; see graph of predicted bsfc. 

Next a proof of concept engine is developed.  A larger experiment space will be considered. 

Discussion 

You showed that only a small operating time is in the high load/low speed region for FTP/HWFET.  Isn’t 

there still some real world fuel savings for real driving and other test cycles?  With this engine there is a 

broad range of low-bsfc in the speed/load plane.  So, it should help on other cycles too.  We have to 

consider CAFÉ but also real driving fuel use. 

Could there be emission issues off-cycle when you get into the knock limited region? 

Could the 14:1 CR engine make the same torque curve as 13:1?  Yes, we tested the engine on Tier 3 fuel 

and it did. 

Your maps of thermal efficiency were steady state?  Yes. The high-octane conditions in the drive cycle are 

transient; will they have the same octane requirement?  It is hard to model it.  On turbo engines there is 

an important time factor.  You may be less knock limited during a short transient than steady state.  We 

are adding features in the model to try to capture this in ALPHA. 
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Efficiency and Emissions Benefits of Ultra-Lean Engine Operation as 

Enabled by Jet Ignition 

Mike Bunce, MAHLE 
 

Advantages of lean combustion 

 Higher efficiency 

 (but NOx peak near stoich) 

 SI lean limited by combustion stability, COV can become >3-5% 

 We are looking for ultra lean to get low NOx and high efficiency. 

Jet ignition – prechamber.  High ignition energy from turbulent radical jets; amplifies the ignition energy 

with a pilot combustion event. 

There is a fuel injector in the prechamber, about 3% of total fuel. The chamber creates jets of hot, 

partially burned mixture jetting into the main chamber. 

With two injectors, we can decouple the fuel in the prechamber from the fuel in the main chamber.  We 

run a good, ignitable mixture in the pre-, and very lean in the main chamber.  We can run overall lambda 

= 1.9. 

The prechamber concept is over 100 years old, especially common in diesels.  There have been 

prechambers in the market before.  A chart shows many concepts.  Ours is unique in having liquid fuel 

injection in the prechamber. 

Chamber volume is <5% of clearance volume.  The liquid interacts with the walls.  There is a lot of flame 

quenching as the gas goes into the jets. 

A map shows lambda for best bsfc versus speed/load, ranging 1.4 to 2.2.  Around 6 bar bmep, the best 

bsfc lambda=2+. 

When we are near stoich overall, the aux injector is not used; you still get better COV.  As we go lean, 

there is a large drop in COV by adding aux fuel. 

BTE is fairly high; see map.  Peak 42% with a large region of 40% BTE.  BSFC 200 g/kwh minimum.  The 

high efficiency arises from lean operation with stable combustion. 

 Gamma effect 

 Reduced heat losses, low exhaust temperature.  At =2, about half the exhaust temperature of a 

conventional engine. 

 Dethrottling gives lower pmep 

 Knock reduction – faster combustion allows higher CR and more optimal combustion phasing 
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Engine out NOx is decreased, <100 ppm over a large speed/load region.  Typical jet ignition lean 

operation gives 95% lower NOx than stoich. 

HC presents a challenge -- about the same as stoich.  We have to look at this with aftertreatment. 

PN are similar to PFI engines or a bit higher, much lower than typical GDI.  We think PM/PN are most 

sensitive to main chamber fueling. 

Knock reduction: 

 30-50% burn duration reduction 

 Shorter end gas residence time gives a knock benefit 

 Particularly beneficial at higher RPM (useful for motorsports applications) 

 Enables higher CR and/or more optimal phasing.  We have gone to 14:1 CR. 

Multiple operating strategies are possible – see slide for graphs illustrating these. 

 Lean boosted, matches NA full load bmep.  Highest CR potential. 

 Naturally aspirated – lean to mid load, stoich full load – highest cost-benefit. 

 Lean downsized – lean to max boost, stoich full load – highest power 

There is no free lunch –  

 Low exhaust enthalpy is a challenge for catalysts and for boosting systems.  Exhaust manifold T 

is <400C.   

 It is necessary to minimize backpressure to help the boost system.   

 Narrow transient lambda control is needed for the aftertreatment system.   

 There is an add on cost: extra injectors, boost system. 

We are working to minimize these issues. 

The jet ignition needs to be matched to the engine application. 

Summary: we looked at extreme lean operation using the jet ignition.  Significant map-wide engine out 

(EO) NOx and bsfc reductions. 

Discussion 

Your EO NOx emissions are still too high for SULEV20.  What happens to your efficiency when you add 

NOx catalysts?  We agree you need NOx aftertreatment.  Mode switching and/or LNT are possible 

solutions with some efficiency impact.  We have an active project for stationary applications. 

Mercedes has been selling an engine in Europe with lambda as lean as 3.  How does your compare?  That 

is a stratified lean concept, which usually has higher NOx. 
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How did you measure PN?  Have you looked at size distribution?  No size distribution yet.  PM was low.  

We used an AVL instrument. 

Is knock limited combustion typical end gas autoignition like conventional SI, or is it more like CI?  Most 

of that information is CFD based; there has been no optical engine work.  Targeting of jets and 

impingement on surfaces is important.  In a good jet ignition, knock occurs similar to conventional SI, 

near the wall. 

In large-bore stationary prechamber engines, most of the NOx formed is from the prechamber.  Have you 

looked at prechamber design for NOx?  How about PM formation in the prechamber?  We suspect there 

is a NOx floor due to the prechamber, maybe 1-30 ppm.  We assume the PM we see are largely formed 

in the prechamber. There is a gas exchange residence effect. 

NOx on a ppm basis can be misleading due to the higher flow on a lean engine.  You should show 

grams/sec. 

A Pragmatic Approach to Reducing the CO2 Footprint of the Internal 

Combustion Engine 

Paul Najt, General Motors 
 

We have to reduce CO2 in a way that customers will buy. 

A slide shows the CO2 regulatory challenge.  All over the world, aggressive CO2 reductions are required.  

By 2025, roughly  a 40% reduction in CO2 is required. 

What engines and fuels are needed? 

2014 EPA FE data shows about 5% of vehicles today meet the 2025 standard – all are small, electrified, 

and expensive.  How do we get the rest of the cars down? 

We have to minimize losses 

 Downsize to reduce parasitics. Needs advanced boost system and better knock tolerance – more 

knock resistant fuels 

 CR between 13 and 14 to maximize work extraction without major parasitic loses – variable 

valve timing (VVT) and increased knock tolerance, higher octane fuel 

 More charge dilution to minimize heat losses and maximize work extraction – needs increased 

EGR tolerance (near term) and lean LTC combustion (longer term) – more reactive fuels 

 Modest peak pressure levels to avoid parasitics – homogenous stoich operation at WOT with 

rated speed above 6000 RPM 
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A graph shows bsfc versus brake torque for two engines, both 120 kW output.  The downsized engine 

(1.4L TC versus 2.0L NA) gets better bsfc especially at lower torque.  In the real world, ~6% bsfc 

improvement.  You could get another 5% if you could raise CR without knock.  Lean allows a further 

large bsfc benefit, total 12-13% at low to mid load.  At full load we have to go back to stoich so the bsfc 

gain is small. 

If you ran lean all the time, you get about the same bsfc as the downsized engine at light load, but worse 

at full load.  You have to go back up to 1.35L to get the power back. 

The fuels challenge – wat is the ideal fuel? 

 Resist knock at high load 

 Easy to autoignite for low load LTC 

 High RON and high sensitivity 

 Low variability across the marketplace for all parameters including RON, sensitivity (S), T90 

 Near zero sulfur, <10 ppm – for PM and catalysts 

 Good low temperature catalyst reactivity 

 Low propensity to soot 

We don’t need a new fuel, just an improved gasoline with high RON, high sensitivity, and low variability. 

High sensitivity fuels are relatively stable at low T but react rapidly at high T.  They have little negative 

temperature coefficient behavior; ignition delay is pretty linear with 1/T.  These characteristics allow 

good octane for conventional combustion, but still enable LTC at light load. 

Octane Index (defined as OI = RON – K*S) is a good measure of fuel performance when K is adjusted to 

the engine/combustion mode.  K characterizes the T-P trajectory associated with the 

engine/combustion.  Sensitivity increases OI for SI combustion where K is negative.     

At low speed high boost, K is ~ -1.  In a real world LTC engine (GM has built such a vehicle) K=+2. 

Note K is very different for boosted SI versus LTC operation. 

A table shows various fuel options with columns for OI with K-2 versus K=-1.  A high RON, high S fuel is 

desired.  Alcohols go in this direction.  Isooctene is good.  Cyclo paraffins are helpful.  Straight alkanes 

have low performance.  Branched alkanes have good RON but poor LTC. 

A pragmatic approach: 

 Aggressive downsizing with lean LTC 

 Fuel: Good knock resistance at high load, easy ignition for LTC 

 This can be done with evolutionary changes in conventional fuels 

Discussion 
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Regarding variability – what do you mean?  A fuel study showed market fuels varied from S = 0 to S=10.  

We need tighter control to enable LTC. AKI alone is not enough. 

If we took today’s gasoline and removed aromatics and added ethanol, does that do it?  It depends on 

how you characterize efficiency.  At first we adjust efficiency for fuel energy.  We need low CO2.  The 

energy density comes in for miles/gallon.  If we blend a low heating value fuel, initially the efficiency 

gain outweighs the drop in lower heating value (LHV). 

There are important blending effects.  We can blend for more sensitivity.  The interactions can be 

complex and even counterintuitive. 

Doesn’t the octane on demand idea work with your pragmatic approach? You have high RON for high 

load, lower for light load.  I don’t think so.  For octane on demand you probably need 20% ethanol.  We 

would rather just put it in the fuel. 

For higher load LTC you want a low reactivity fuel.  Does your ideal fuel assume that low load LTC is the 

main issue?  Yes; we have a real vehicle driving around, even in winter and summer.  K is a function of 

the T-P trajectory.  We worry about ignitability at light load.  At higher load, K gets smaller. 

Gasoline-Fueled Engine Technologies: Spark Ignition (GSI) Break-Out 

Session Report Out  
 

Group 1: 

 Octane on demand has value.  What is the easiest way to get there?  Customer acceptance of 

dual-fuel options.  Cost/benefit?  Could include micro hybrids etc. 

 RON is the most important current metric.  What are the most important secondary metrics?  

Consider future technologies. 

 Look at a fleet of modern current vehicles.  How will changes affect the legacy fleet? 

 

Group 2: 

 PM predictions for different gasolines – verify on all engines 

 Aftertreatment challenges – low T, hard to react fuels 

 Study of fuel streams generated by onboard separation/reforming.  Emission impact?  

Aromatics? Additives? 

 Use of olefins (or other HCs) to meet specs for high sensitivity fuels.  Legislative limits may exist. 

Group 3: 

 Develop a comprehensive framework to evaluate gasoline engine concepts 
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 PM emissions in gasoline engines – mechanisms, mass versus number. Catalyst light off. Fuel 

properties and GPF lightoff. 

 Hybridization concepts and how they fit with these engines and fuels. 

Group 4: 

 Fuel composition effects on reactivity, knock resistance, PM, etc.  Blending effects of 

components.  Specify effects on desired outcomes. 

 Limits of CR and downsizing, MON, peak pressure, real driving emissions, performance 

 Lean, low-T aftertreatment.  PM filtration.  How can fuel help? 

 Octane on demand – additives, composition effects, fuel properties of separated streams 

 What would a ZEV be with an IC engine?  Is it possible? 

Group 5: 

 Impact of mis-fueling on different SI technologies.  There is octane out there not being 

effectively used. 

 Fuel need for different SI engine strategies 

 Alternatives to RON and MON tests (operating conditions) as well as reference fuels, but stay 

with CFR benchmark.  Is a new reference engine needed? 

 New metric for powertrain power density (kW/kg or kW/m3); collect data based on this. 

SESSION 3: Gasoline-Fueled Engine Technologies: Compression Ignition 

(GCI) 

Introduction by Session Leaders 

André Boehman (U. Michigan), Elana Chapman (GM), Steve Ciatti (ANL), Steve 

McConnell (Marathon) 
 

Ignition Behavior of Gasolines and Surrogate Fuels under LTC and Dilute 

Conditions 

André Boehman, University of Michigan 
In HCCI engines, lean combustion can get near-diesel efficiency.  What is the right fuel?  There is a lack 

of metrics – RON, OI etc. may not adequately describe the behavior we want.  ANL’s rapid compression 

machine (RCM) is looking at things like ignition delay and the fraction of heat release in the low 

temperature heat release (LTHR) regime. 
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Michigan is using a motored CFR rating engine and a cetane rating instrument. 

What should HCCI fuels look like? 

We were part of Volvo’s Supertruck program.  The project achieved 80% improvement in freight 

efficiency and an engine concept with 55% BTE.  The approach to 55% BTE included experiments and 

modeling.  We tried to help with a better simplified gasoline surrogate for use in modeling.  We 

compared models to our CFR engine data. 

The 55% concept also includes a split cycle engine.  This also needed a gasoline surrogate to match 

gasoline autoignition behavior. 

How do you validate a surrogate fuel?  We compared to data on some FACE fuels. 

In our CFR experiments, we sweep CR from low to high until we get to ignition.  Heat release analysis 

can show initial reactions, LTHR, and finally high temperature heat release.  We can compare the CR 

needed to get ignition.  It is a great screening tool. It is lese repeatable than a shock tube, but it can 

easily scan a large number of fuels. 

We can boost the engine intake if desired.  We monitor exhaust CO/CO2.  We can sample and speciate 

to see what kinds of intermediate products are formed. 

The fuels matrix was selected to study interaction between reactive n- and iso-paraffins and less 

reactive high octane components.  The slide shows fuel blends tested. 

As we sweep CR, we see gradual increase in CO until a peak occurs indicating ignition. 

PRF 100 and 80 curves were shown for various intake pressures.  PRF80 has more LTHR than PRF100. 

There is more reactivity at higher pressures, as you might expect. 

We can also look at the temperature and pressure where the thermal runaway occurs.  Your model 

mechanism has to reproduce this! 

Alcohols suppress ignition more than toluene at higher boost pressures; this indicates a different 

reaction mechanism.  See slides for more detail on the data. 

There were significant variations in LTHR; isobutanol has more than isooctane.  Again, see the graphs.  

LTHR of isobutanol is delayed at higher pressure. 

Reactivity of the fuel blends changed with intake pressure in a significant way. 

A set of fuels was tested (see slide for the table).  These were tested in the CFR at various intake 

pressures and two equivalence ratios.  Higher RON fuels require higher CR for ignition.    

The fuel composition affects the LTHR; only the RON60 had large LTHR.  Critical CR decreases with intake 

pressure.  A larger fraction of heat release is in LTHR when you increase the boost pressure. 
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Conclusions: even high octane fuel have enhanced reactivity at high boost. 

Discussion 

How do you get the boundary condition right?  Residual fractions, hot spots, etc.  We have used surface 

temperature and heat flux gages to get wall temperatures.  They do not vary a lot but they do ramp with 

CR. 

Could this be a method used to rate fuels for LTC varieties?  I hope so.  We have to understand which 

parameters are most meaningful. 

Rate of heat release (ROHR) is a challenge for LTC engines at high load; can you measure that?  Yes.  We 

tend to run lean, which stretches out the LTHR and ignition process.   

You mentioned you are looking at some other aromatics than toluene.  Yes, there is a palette of 

aromatics that matches jet fuel behavior.  We may look further into that for IC engines.  We have just 

looked at some other substituted aromatics and the data will get published soon. 

Fundamental Combustion Characteristics of GCI Fuels 

Mani Sarathy, KAUST 
 

KAUST is a university in Saudi Arabia on the Red Sea.  Founded in 2009 by the former king. Only grad 

students.  International, privately owned. 

SI engines are easy to control but not too efficient.  Diesel is easy to control but hard for emissions.  

Recent interest in partially premixed charge (PPC) gasoline compression ignition (GCI) for better 

efficiency with low emission. The gasoline used is in the RON70 range 

There are levels of fuel characterization 

 Molecular characterization 

 Surrogate fuel formulations to allow kinetic models 

 Chemical kinetic models 

 Experimental testing for validation 

 Coupled chemistry with CFD 

 Simulate engine, coupled kinetic and fluid models 

A slide shows fuels of interest.  Light cuts of light and heavy naphthas.  Today it takes energy to convert 

naphtha to gasoline; can we eliminate that?  Some studies show GCI with this low octane gasoline is 

beneficial. 

We started looking at FACE fuels: 70-97 RON, 0-11 S, 0-35% aromatics.  Tested in multiple facilities.  

Today we over only the 70RON fuels. 
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We measure in ideal conditions, laminar flames, ignition devices (shock tubes, RCM) and in engines. 

We formulate surrogates to match properties – H/C ratio, density, distillation, RON and MON, carbon 

types, etc.  Our blending tools are available on the web site. 

We select from about 10 compounds 

The purpose of model is not to fit the data, but to sharpen the questions (a quote).  But, we really fit the 

data. 

We have done a large study but today we cover low octane gasolines. 

Light naphtha is RON64.5, MON 63.5, light cut.  2.34 H/C ratio.  High paraffin.  A 5-component surrogate 

was developed. 

The models of surrogate fuel match well the ignition behavior from experiments. 

A PRF has zero sensitivity (by definition); ignition delay times from RCM are not the same for the PRF 

versus naphtha. 

You need more than two components to get a good surrogate. 

Is this LTHR regime actually meaningful in an engine? 

Fuels with S<7 have less ignition delay time dependence on octane number. 

Engine tests were done at 17:1 CR in GCI mode.  We fixed intake T and P and swept SOI.  We found that 

we did not match CA50 at all SOI timings. 

You have to consider both chemical properties and the physical mixing.  Light naphtha boils much more 

readily than the PRF fuel.  This affects the in-cylinder phi distribution and thus affects the ignition timing. 

We tried to predict ignition quality from NMR spectra (which defines the functional groups in the fuel). 

We tested a large number of pure compound and blends.  We looked at how the various functional 

groups affect ignition.  Groups include CH3, CH2, CH-CH2, branching index, etc.  We can predict the 

ignition over the range of ON. 

Summary: both physical and chemical kinetic properties control combustion performance.  Fuel design 

based on first principles of combustion chemistry is possible 

Discussion 

You say it is volatility that matters for late injection timings.  You may be overemphasizing that versus 

density etc.  Entrainment is important.  We tried in our CFD to check the Sauter mean diameter (SMD) of 

the spray.  Results also depend on the spray – thus viscosity and density. 
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Is there a CO2 advantage to naphtha?  Aramco believes there is an energyCO2 advantage but it may 

need other fuels for marketing. 

There is more to combustion than ignition.  What about LTHR, ROHR, etc?  We have looked at heat 

release profiles in an HCCI engine.  We looked at the functional groups in NMR and made correlations 

(not models) to combustion effects. 

Does your NMR data show any evidence of nonlinear blending effects?  Yes.  We expect to see more as 

we get into oxygenates. 

The NMR fit to derived cetane number (DCN) is remarkably good.  This is surprising!  DCN probably is 

affected by chain length and that is not shown in the 1H-NMR.  We defined branching index.  There is a 

web site where you can predict cetane from an NMR spectrum. 

Gasoline Compression Ignition – A Promising Technology to Meet Future 

Engine Efficiency and Emissions Targets 

Stephen Ciatti, Argonne National Laboratory 
 

We are looking for an advanced combustion LTC to get low NOx and PM with good efficiency.  GCI has 

advantages over conventional diesel – lower soot while keeping the efficiency.  There are many 

dependent variables.  We have recently explored many parameters (fuel pressure, mixture composition, 

boost, injection timing, fuel reactivity etc.) effect on output parameters (ignition, combustion phasing, 

emissions, etc.) using a designed experiment approach. 

We distinguish the transition from “quasi HCCI” to GCI as injection timing is swept with constant AF 

mixture for two different fuels. 

A table lists engine specs.  

 GM 1.9L engine with 120 degree injector.   

 17.8 CR.   

 Eaton supercharger along with turbo.   

 EGR. 

If you consider the level of premix, we are more toward the stratified end of the scale. 

Objectives: look at low pressure loop (LP) EGR effect on autoignition and engine performance.  Study 

injection strategy on autoignition to develop an approach to transients. 

What is the least amount of fuel at each SOI timing to keep COV <3%?  In the plots there are some 

trends but the lambda and load varied widely.  So, we tried the same with constant lambda.   
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When you are more premixed you get low NOx. 

In the mixing controlled regime you get lower HC/CO.  Can you control NOx by using EGR?  The new 

regulations are HC + NOx.  Filter smoke number (FSN) was very low. 

At higher engine speed (2000 RPM) we looked at a couple injection strategies varying mixing.  CA50 

stayed about the same.  See the slide – very complex with many graphs and small font. 

Constant lambda tests show significant boost effect in phasing, noise and emissions.  The boost 

sensitivity of gasoline is useful here. 

To go to higher load, we had to distribute the fuel over a longer time with multiple injections. 

How can we get combustion closer to TDC without higher heat losses?  Late phasing causes an efficiency 

drop. 

In multi-cylinder engines, the fuel will be different in each cylinder.  There are wave harmonics in the 

fuel rail.  We try to match the accumulated heat release by trimming the injections.  Also, CR varies 17.1 

– 17.8 across the cylinders. 

We looked at LP EGR to get EGR for noise reduction while maintaining boost.  Injection strategy has to 

be adjusted.  Again, complex slides with a lot of numbers.  Results with LP EGR are better (except bsfc 

due to the supercharger load).  Better turbos might allow good bsfc. 

Increased intake pressure increases LTHR, enabling lower loads in a GCI engine.  There is a lot of boost 

sensitivity. 

Discussion 

There are often concerns about controllability in GCI.  Do you need in cylinder pressure sensing?  

Anything else?  I think we can meet noise and COV levels, but we might need cylinder pressure sensing 

to allow for fuel variations and meeting emission standards.  Robustness is needed.  A simple low cost 

pressure sensor might be enough. 

Have you looked at the sensitivity of CA50 to CR and injectors etc?  Sensitive to 0.2 CR – one of our 

cylinders is out of that range. 

These were production injections except the injector spray angle. 

Is GCI running gasoline in diesel hardware?  We see various CR and injection strategies.  That is how we 

run, but there are a range of possibilities.  I like the flexibility of having high injection pressure available 

by starting with diesel hardware. 

Do you see issues of oil dilution in your engine?  We did with 48 degree injectors, but not with these 

120’s.  Late injection is better to avoid wall wetting. 
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Did you have to do individual cylinder tuning?  For the one cylinder with different CR, yes.  We had to 

add a bit more fuel in the second injection to get the heat release up. 

Effects of Gasoline Low-Temperature Heat Release on Engine Operation 

and Performance 

David Vuilleumier, Sandia National Laboratories 
 

The US transportation sector relies heavily on petroleum and higher efficiency is needed.  Kinetically 

controlled (or combined kinetic and motion controlled) combustion is desirable. 

Different fuels have varying ignition delay and LTHR behavior.  LTHR and intermediate temperature heat 

release (ITHR) can shorten ignition delay.  We looked at an engine with premixed charge. How does 

LTHR affect autoignition especially at higher pressure and with ethanol? 

LTHR can easily be seen in ROHR plots.  It occurs before main ignition, and increases the mixture 

temperature. LTHR is below 850K, hot over 1000K and intermediate in between. 

A slide shows some kinetic pathways, which are beginning to be well understood.  LTHR occurs due to O 

atom addition to molecules. 

We looked as gasoline-ethanol bends in an HCCI single cylinder engine.  It was based on a diesel with 17 

CR. 

We used FACE fuels C and A, both 84 AKI.  We also ran a PRF 84. Also splash blended 10 or 20% ethanol 

– a total of 9 fuels. 

Naturally aspirated, all the fuels do single stage ignition.  At 1.4 bar boost, the E0 blends show LTHR. 

At 1.8 bar boost, we can no longer run the E0 fuels and the 10% ethanol fuels show LTHR.  At 2.2 bar we 

see LTHR with 20% ethanol. 

Intake temperature to get combustion phasing also changes with Pintake – hotter for higher ethanol 

blends.   

With this understanding, we looked at minimum GCI load at three AKI levels.  See slide for fuel 

definitions.  85-88-91 AKI, E0 to E36. 

We looked for lowest stable load at fixed speed and Tintake.  1.05 bar Pintake.  SOI sweeps.  The results 

show a wide range of minimum load – see graph.  Similar AKI level groups, but are not on the same lines. 

RON is measured at 600 RPM and 52C intake temperature, etc.  MON at 900 rpm, 149C.  AKI is the 

average.  OKI is weighted. 
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We compared fit of minimum load to each measure.  AKI had lowest r2.  RON better, MON poor, OI best. 

Sweeping the intake pressure, we found the Tintake effect for all fuels.  There was a wide range of 

behavior.  Does LTHR correlate?  Pretty good fit, matched OI 

Looking at Arrhenius plots, we can see typical negative temperature coefficient (NTC) behavior for some 

fuels.  Adding ethanol makes the line much straighter – the differences are in the low temperature 

regime.  Ethanol suppresses low temperature chemistry.  This also corresponds to increases sensitivity. 

The fuels rank well in order of LTHR versus engine performance. 

Ethanol has high OI compared to isooctane even though RON is similar. 

Summary 

 LTHR is pressure sensitive 

 Ethanol inhibits LTHR 

 LTHR enables low loads in GCI engines 

Discussion 

Are there other fuels of interest in this parameter space?  Our matrix seemed to be quite broad in terms 

of RON, S, paraffinic content etc. 

Did you see a trend of k versus Pintake?  We fit at the highest pressure and it seemed OK at all the 

conditions we tested. 

What criterion did you use for seeing the onset of LTHR?  We varied Pintake in 0.1 bar steps. It was a 

visual look at the curves. 

You saw significant ethanol suppression of LTHR.  What was the reaction that does this?  Need to answer 

offline! 

Was this HCCI or GCI?  All HCCI premixed. 

Gasoline-Fueled Engine Technologies: Compression Ignition (GCI) 

Break-Out Session Report Out 
 

Group 1: 

 LTHR – blending effects, relevant properties 

 Systems level design – drive cycle benefits, LD and HD, what emission targets? 

 System strategy – speed/load range, interaction with electrification and aftertreatment.  What 

catalysts? What sulfur level? 
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 Engine design considerations – CR variation, base engine (SI or diesel?), controllability and 

transients 

Group 2: 

 What is the correct hardware set to use GCI with existing fuels including catalysts? 

 What impact of heavy HC on PM emissions? Would removing those help? 

 Is there a way to modify today’s gasoline onboard to facilitate GCI and GSI?  Maybe low octane 

on demand?  Would a 2 tank solution be acceptable and under what conditions? 

 What would GCI fuel introduction do to refinery balances and distribution infrastructure? 

 Are FACE gasolines still adequate for future research?  Probably not.  Ethanol blending? 

 What can be done to improve the RON/MON tests?  What would a new CFR engine look like?  

Would the answers really change from today’s CFR? 

Group 3: 

 Feasibility assessment of benefits/challenges of different GCI approaches.  Set of metrics for 

comparisons.  What platforms would adopt first?  What is the right engine hardware for GCI – 

gas or diesel? 

 Test other fuels with properties different from FACE 

 Better understanding of where the transition to SI mode should occur 

Group 4: 

 What is the ideal engine hardware for GCI?  Variable valve timing? 

 Scenarios of fuel and engine for optimal CO2, cost etc.  Approach for GCI fuels – legacy versus 

new and optimal 

 Need for new metrics – viscosity, LTHR, phi sensitivity, T90 

 Aftertreatment effects – aldehydes, PM composition 

 Cold start and transients 

Group 5: 

 What is the best fuel for LTC engines?  Better to compromise on fuel or not?  We could develop 

a new fuel in the GCI time frame.  Speciate HC emissions to assess catalyst effects 

 Constraints for real world operation – needs catalysts, trade NOx and bsfc.  What is the fuel 

reaction rate during HTHR – can we relate to a fuel property or structure? 

 Will LTC strategies work full time or part time?  Cold start? Transients? Need to make LTC work 

over the whole map? 

SESSION 4: Diesel-Fueled Engine Technologies (DF) 
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Introduction by Session Leaders 

Öivind Andersson (Lund University), Chris Gehrke (Caterpillar, Inc.), Greg 

Lilik (ExxonMobil), Chuck Mueller (Sandia) 
 

The Influence of Fuel Cetane Number on Catalyst Light-Off Operation in a 

Modern Diesel Engine 

Eric Kurtz, Ford 
 

We did a study to look at fuel cetane number of diesel fuel effects on cold start catalyst light off. 

The emission requirements for Tier 3 are more than an 80% reduction in NMOG emissions from Tier 2 

for LD vehicles. It is about 60% reduction for HD. 

The FTP cycle is used for LD emission measurement.  It is specified as vehicle speed over time, starting 

from room temperature.  After 505 seconds the end of the first phase comes.  After the second phase 

there is a 10 minute soak, and then the 505 is repeated. 

Catalyst temperature has to be increased at the start; a large part of the NOx + HC occurs while the 

catalyst is not yet hot.  This happens both on the first and third sections.  About 75% of the total 

emissions occur during these two warmup periods. 

Manufacturers use light off strategies to increase exhaust enthalpy to heat the catalyst faster, and 

calibrate for low engine out (EO) emissions during this time.  In the future, we need more enthalpy and 

lower EO emissions. 

During this phase, we retard combustion phasing as much as we can tolerate.  We use the multi 

injection capability.  We retard SOIs and shift fuel to post injections.  This works to increase exhaust 

temperature.  Of course, it lowers efficiency and can increase EO HC emissions.  Poor ignition and poor 

combustion stability of the late pulses are limiters. 

A graph shows NOx+HC versus exhaust enthalpy; there is a lower limit of the best you can do.  Increased 

exhaust enthalpy can increase emissions 36%.  We need to move the tradeoff curve. 

Cetane number is a measure of ignition quality in a diesel engine.  A graph shows cetane for various 

markets in the world.  The US has lower cetane than other markets, on average about 9 numbers.  Does 

this relatively low cetane influence our ability to generate enthalpy during warmup? 

We tested US cert fuel and a high cetane fuel (53) 
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A single cylinder version of the Ford 6.7L engine was tested.  4 speed/load conditions important to the 

start of the FTP. We tested with cold and warm engine.  We varied calibration through 60 conditions for 

each test point.  The same calibrations were used for each cetane fuel. 

What vehicle population are we aiming at?  Legacy fleet versus future fleet?  The legacy can be 

separated into older and newer vehicles.  They all run a fixed calibration; this does not change for the 

fuels.  The more modern vehicles have NOx aftertreatment and catalyst heating strategies.  The future 

fleet will certainly have catalyst heating strategies, but the calibration is not fixed yet. 

Most cetane effect studies have been done on the older technology legacy fleet engines.  We wanted to 

update for future engines.  Three comparisons were made: 

 We did an A-B comparison at the production calibration. 

 Also, pairwise statistical comparison of all the calibrations to isolate fuel differences 

 Compare at optimal calibration for each fuel 

The first two apply to the legacy fleet. The last is for the future fleet. 

The pairwise comparison used a paired t-test.  For each of 60 calibrations you have results such as 

exhaust T for each fuel.  You get a confidence interval for the difference; if this includes zero then you 

cannot conclude there is a fuel effect. 

In this analysis, there were differences for Texh, exhaust enthalpy, NOx, and HC but not for smoke or 

noise.  With increased cetane, exhaust T increases, NOx increases and HC decreases.  Increased cetane 

would have a minimal effect on legacy vehicles. 

If you optimize for the cetane, you can get up to 30% increase in exhaust enthalpy while still reducing 

NOx, HC, and smoke.  This suggests higher cetane could help reduce emissions. 

We looked at the heat release; see graphs on the slide.  At constant calibration, higher cetane slightly 

increases the early heat release but overall it is pretty similar.  By comparison the optimal calibration is 

much more retarded.  Higher cetane enables later combustion with acceptable combustion stability. 

This study suggests that fuel cetane would have only small effects in the legacy fleet, but potentially 

large effects for a future fleet calibrated to assume higher cetane. 

In future fuel studies, it is important to understand legacy fleet effect (production calibration) but also 

potential future calibration effects. 

Discussion 

Have you looked at whether there is a fuel economy trade?  Typically higher cetane fuels have lower 

energy content.  That is another piece of the puzzle; we did not look at it in this particular study. 
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There seems to be a lot of talk about storage catalysts; can they help mitigate these problems?  That is a 

good question.  There may be some opportunity but you always want to light off faster.  At the least it 

allows smaller storage capacity. 

Were your calibrations optimized for each variable separately?  No; they were weighted for a single 

optimum.  The main goal was lower NOx+HC with higher enthalpy while holding noise constant.  There 

could be other solutions for different weighting. 

In the market fuel we have a lot of B5 and B20.  Does that affect cetane and if so how much?  Biodiesel 

blendstock cetane is about 50 so it tends to help.  Soot from biodiesel may have lower DPF light off 

temperature. 

Does cetane number represent the ignition characteristics at the conditions here?  They seem to track 

engine operation versus cetane. Is it the right measure?  We are not certain.  This study did not suggest 

a different cetane test is needed but that is not what we were studying. 

You saw benefits for catalyst light off; might there be other effects through the rest of the test?  Cetane 

tends to help NOx a little; maybe the connection to aromatics.  The literature shows a lot of results with 

opposite trends for warm engines. 

California has a rule that says you can’t introduce a new fuel that increases NOx; would that affect this?  

In our results, NOx increased because we decreased EGR to get more Texh.  For the legacy fleet there 

may be a small NOx increase and that needs to be looked at.  California already has somewhat higher 

cetane.  During warmup, you are operating heavily retarded and on the limit of combustion stability so 

the result could be different than more conventional combustion. 

If you use biofuel, it affects PM.  Optimizing with it will give different answers. 

What about closed loop fuel control versus in cylinder pressure sensing?  You will still reach the limits 

sooner with lower cetane.   

Would it help to know ahead of time what the fuel is; perhaps a sensor in the fuel line?  Probably 

Would pressure sensing help with the control? Sensing can look at the balance of cylinders, and may 

allow taking advantage when you have the higher cetane. 

For future studies it might be interesting to compare cetane by using a cetane improving additive so the 

rest of the fuel properties remain the same. That’s right – changes in aromatics for instance might 

confound the results. 

The Role of Light-Duty Diesel in Meeting 2025 CAFE Requirements 

Harsha Nanjundaswamy, FEV, Inc. 
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The current diesel market shows promising FE and GHG levels; compared to gasoline engines, about 

40% FE improvement for pass car, 37% light trucks.  The SULEV30 fleet average emission levels are a 

challenge in the future.  OBD requirements are a real challenge.  So, there are CO2/GHG/FE advantages 

but emission challenges. 

Our forecast shows diesels are expected to be only a small part of the 2025 mix in the US. There is some 

interest for the GHG benefits.   Surveys show that the fleet CAFÉ is stagnant; customers are buying 

bigger vehicles and fuel prices remain low. 

Surveys suggest that the heavier vehicles would benefit from diesel engines.  Customers like the 

performance feel of the diesel.  Diesel low-speed torque is appreciated. 

A study of 2025 medium size pass car suggests you need 8-13% loss reduction to meet the Café 

requirements.  If you can’t compensate, then other energy sources are needed. 

Current diesels have a range of technologies (see slide).  Fixed valve timing, EGR, DOC/DPF/SCR, 

common rail fuel, mainly belt driven accessories.  What new tech could be used to improve the diesel? 

Friction reduction is an opportunity.  Diesel friction is generally higher than gasoline (see graph).  Some 

of the new diesels are lower friction, near the best gasoline.  For most engines there are opportunities 

to reduce friction.  Electrical accessories, demand driven fuel and oil pumps, etc. 

Variable CR concepts are being investigated.  On a diesel, this allows high CR at low load and lower at 

high load.  This gives better overall operation.  2.5% bsfc improvement at part load.  Of course there is a 

cost; this may shrink with production experience and volume. 

The right aftertreatment is key.  Cold start is critical.  Minimize the cold start spread, avoid continuous 

thermal management, minimize DPF regens and deSOx events.  Powertrain duty cycle is important.  

Potential for electrical heating of the DOC. 

Optimum handling of gas exchange can reduce emission spread.  Air delivery has some unsteadiness.  

Transients can compromise efficiency.  If you can get all operation to be on the desired strategy lines 

you can improve performance – lower NOx for instance with lower variability. 

E-charger (electrically driven turbo or super charger) is a possibility. This can help improve stability 

through faster boost delivery.  Time to torque can be improved so you use less fuel. 

Variable valve train is possible.  Valve timing and valve lift control.  There is a lot of this in gasoline, not 

so much yet for diesel.  Lift control can improve swirl control with better volumetric efficiency.  Valve 

timing can be used to help catalyst temperature. 

Minimize things like DPF regen.  Today, regenerations are required in the range of 50-100 mg/mile soot 

from the engine and thus 600-1000 mile between regens.  If you could get <30 mg/mi soot then you get 

regens at 700 or more miles interval.  This would improve FE and emissions 
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Regarding NVH, diesels have higher crankshaft torsional vibrations.  You want to reduce this.  NVH limits 

the use of low end torque.  Efficient dampers are important. 

Closed loop combustion control can improve FE 3.6% at equivalent emissions.  You can control CA50 

location.  There are several publications on this.  The impact of fuel variation can be reduced.  US fuels 

have a large cetane range.  A fuel quality sensor or combustion feedback helps. 

Total cost of ownership of diesel versus gasoline is compared.  See slide – many technologies compared.  

Depending on fuel prices, diesel engines can be either higher or lower cost, but with any fuel cost the 

diesel can be competitive in total cost of ownership. 

There are many technology improvements which can improve the attractiveness of diesel for 2025 LD 

vehicles. 

Discussion 

What is an E-charger?  Electrical assisted turbocharger. 

How would you go about meeting the future emission challenges?  Diesels solve the PM issue with a 

DPF. This is a robust solution already in the fleet.  SCR is also robust and in the market.  Real world 

driving emissions controls are possible.  Combinations of LNT with active SCR are available.  There are 

solutions available.  Cold start is always a challenge; clever solutions are needed. 

A big part of the friction difference to gasoline is the higher cylinder pressure and related structure.  

Downsizing increases pressure and may increase friction/structure.  This is a hard question.  You want to 

right-size.  A 2.0L diesel seems very nice. 

Are there opportunities for cost reduction, including aftertreatment?  A lot of OEMs are looking at things 

that increase cost to meet emissions.  Can you commonise things between gasoline and diesel to get 

higher volumes and reduce cost?  Electrical accessories common to both might reduce overall cost. 

Could you comment on whether differences in particulate emissions might drive different solutions – PM 

versus PN?  A good question! So far the DPF has over-achieved, meeting both PM and PN limits easily.  

Future lower mass technologies 1 mg/mile challenge even DPFs.  In Europe, DPFs might make more 

nanoparticle count; you may need to be sure you leave some soot/ash in the filter since clean filtration 

can be lower than after some deposits are present. 

The Role of Late-Cycle Oxidation for PM Emissions and Engine Efficiency 

Öivind Andersson, Lund University 
 

Soot processes are studied in optical engines and spray vessels.  Flame lift off length, phi-T diagrams and 

other methods are used.  These are related to soot formation.  Soot emissions are the difference of 
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formation and oxidation.  We wanted to study the oxidation portion.  Formation alone does not explain 

engine emissions. 

Efficient late-cycle oxidation can reduce soot emissions independently of NOx and can be beneficial for 

thermal efficiency. 

Diesel heat release at part load is distributed typically as  

 premixed (5%)  

 mixing controlled (35%) and  

 late cycle (60%)  

Soot oxidation contributes to late cycle heat release. 

We did a Raman scattering experiment.  A laser focused in the lift off region to get local phi.  How do 

soot emission trends relate to formation rates (as inferred from local phi at the lift off position)?  Graphs 

show phi and EO soot.  They are not similar in shape.  A chart shows correlation coefficients: parameters 

connected with late cycle oxidation have better correlation with EO soot. 

We looked at a bigger data set from a multi-cylinder engine.  There was variation of a number of 

relevant parameters: speed/load/phi/EGR/injection pressure.  We could not measure phi at lift off 

length; instead we used an equation to estimate it (see slide for equations); this is only an estimate but 

probably gives the right trend.   There is only a loose relation between this phi and the engine soot 

emissions.  Some of the highest soot emissions are connected with the lowest phi – the opposite of 

what you expect if soot formation governs the soot emissions. 

There is better correlation to HC and CO emissions – connected with late cycle oxidation. 

What if intake O2 increases?  Lift off length decreases, phi(liftoff) is relatively constant, flame T 

increases.  This should increase soot formation.  Soot oxidation should be better with more O2.  A plot 

of soot versus O2intake shows a good relation (higher O2 reduces soot) – the opposite of the formation 

trends. 

We tried to measure the soot oxidation rate more carefully on the optical engine.  A laser passes 

through the cylinder and extinction is measured.  The laser is between the spray jets.   

We got a good relation between soot and O2 – a maximum at moderate O2.  Why?  As you increase O2 

you get less soot in the beam path.  At 11% O2, the peak soot is lower but there is less oxidation later in 

the cycle.  Charge dilution decreases soot oxidation.  So, high dilution makes less soot but low dilution 

burns less in late cycle.  Thus, the local peak at EO. 

We ran light load and constant combustion phasing.   

 Rail pressure increase reduces the half-life (increases the oxidation rate) of soot.  The kinetic 

energy of the spray must be stored in the mixture to drive late cycle oxidation.  EO PM drops 

with increased rail pressure 
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 Smaller injector orifice diameter also decreases half-life 

 Higher motored TDC charge density reduces half-life 

 Higher motored TDC temperature has a weak effect of reducing half-life but little effect on PM 

emissions 

 Higher engine speed has little effect on half-life but increase EO soot since there is less time for 

the oxidation 

 Increased swirl makes half-life longer and increases EO soot. 

Does the half-life explain the PM emissions?  If so, then in cylinder PM should fit an exponential 

function. So there should be a linear relation of the logs.  The plot shows r2 = 66% - indeed there is a 

relation though there are many factors leading to some scatter. 

We can also plot soot formation (peak of extinction) versus PM emission; this is rather a poor 

correlation. 

Conclusion: trends in soot formation do not correlate well to EO soot.  Soot oxidation correlates much 

more strongly.  This is good news since soot oxidation may be separable from NOx formation. 

Caution: all this was done at less than half load.  Future experiments will include higher loads. 

Discussion 

You attribute the trend with injection pressure to higher turbulence in the cylinder. Could it also be 

related to the morphology or size of soot particles?  It is difficult to isolate the parameters.  I don’t think 

Pinj will affect soot morphology too much but you would have to look at it.  It makes sense that the 

kinetic energy of the spray gets stored in cylinder flow structures. 

This is a compelling story and totally opposite from the direction SNL has been going (comment from an 

SNL person!) and that’s great --- such things lead to better understanding and research.  Of course if you 

could operate the engine so soot is not formed then the oxidation doesn’t matter! 

It is great to see fundamentals connected with experimental data.  Another area that needs attention is 

the third part of the heat release profile.   What is the flame structure then? This needs more careful 

study,  How long does the diffusion flame persist into the burn?  It is likely that the emissions are the 

difference between what is formed and what is oxidized.  Can you extend your analysis to look at the 

difference more closely?  We have been looking at Phi at lift off length in the engine.  There are definite 

trends but large cyclic variations that seem stochastic and are large in magnitude.  There are also 

differences between the spray plumes. 

It will be useful to quantify the difference (formation – oxidation). 

We have great conceptual models for diesel combustion... right up to the part that matters for soot 

oxidation!  It is difficult to find late-cycle soot because it is far down the cylinder.  We used a half-life but 

there is more to be done. 
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Leaner Lifted-Flame Combustion Enabled by the Use of an Oxygenated 

Fuel or a Novel Mixing Enhancement Technique  

Ryan Gehmlich, Sandia National Laboratories 
 

What is leaner lifted flame combustion (LLFC)?  In globally premixed combustion, mixture exists 

throughout the chamber.  In mixing controlled strategies, combustible mixture exists only at the lift off 

length and downstream.  Soot and NOx can be an issue. 

An alternative mixing controlled strategy, LLFC does not make soot.  We did experiments to see if 

oxygenated fuel and enhanced upstream mixing can reduce soot.  We also looked at a novel in cylinder 

mixing geometry. 

We want phiH (phi at lift off length) <2. 

The baseline fuel was #2 diesel cert fuel.  We also looked at 50%(v) tri-propylene glycol mono-methyl 

ether. 

An optical 1.72L engine was used.  CR 12.5:1. Simulated EGR by adding N2 and CO2 to intake. We skip 

fire. 

A number of diagnostics are used including natural luminosity and chemiluminescence. 

We started with a 2 hole injector. 

LLFC was previously demonstrated with pure oxygenate fuels.  We then tried with diesel fuel and various 

injectors but only the 2 hole injector approached LLFC.  We changed to look at diesel-oxygenate blends. 

Graphs show HRR, luminosity, PhiH for various blends. 

Some nice movies show the results.  Base fuel shows a lot of soot; the blend shows little natural 

luminosity and longer lift off length. 

Next we looked at a 6 hole injector with the best oxygenate blend, retarded injection timing, lower 

Tcoolant, lower Tintake.  We could do LLFC up to about 6 bar imepg.  We could do so at different dilution 

levels; the method is EGR tolerant for NOx control.  Movies shown – lower natural luminosity and longer 

lift off length. 

We found smoke considerably lower for the T50 fuel with all cases <0.1 FSN.  We also need to look at PN 

data. 

NOx can be low since LLFC is EGR tolerant.  LLFC has low NOx to begin with, but EGR can make it lower 

yet.  ISHC is about 50% lower while CO is the same or higher for T50. 

T50 fuel gives shorter ignition delay but phasing is later due to longer injection (difference in fuel 

energy).  Timing retard is required for LLFC, but not a huge efficiency hit, ~1%. 
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T50 reduces noise 4-6 bDA.  Ringing intensity is reduced 60-80%. 

We had about 6 bar imep at this point.   Further increases in fuel oxygenate and injection pressure 

probably won’t help more.  

A new concept is ducted fuel injection (DFI).  A tube is used on the injector to increase velocity gradients 

at the mixing region.  See slide for schematic. 

We first tested the concept in the spray combustion vessel.  Natural luminosity and chemiluminescence 

were measured. Also back lighted image for soot level  -- diffuse back illumination (DBI). 

Movies show dramatic differences.  Lift off length is longer and soot is virtually eliminated with DFI. 

Advantages: DFI could allow LLFC at higher loads without fuel changes. Simple and effective, tolerant to 

EGR and fuel variability. 

Summary: 

 Oxygenates help LLFC 

 Targets for low soot were achieved up to 6 bar imep, zero engine out soot.  Lower noise. 

 LLFC is a mixing controlled EGR tolerant soot free combustion mode 

 Ducted fuel injection is a promising path. 

Discussion 

DFI is an interesting idea.  It seems you are trying to get as much mixing as possible before ignition. 

Would gasoline be a better fuel for this?  We have targeted diesel like fuels.  Gasoline volatility would 

help but ignition quality would not.  We plan to try in the engine.  Maybe a really bad gasoline would be 

ideal! 

Have you thought about using a perforated duct?  We thought about it but haven’t tested it yet. 

Do you have an explanation for the lower NOx?  If you still have a diffusion flame the temperature might 

drive NOx formation.  The lower NOx was due LLFC and/or the fuel, not the duct.  No engine data on DFI 

yet.  It will be an interesting question. 

One theory is that NOx in diesels scales with the area of the diffusion flame. 

Have you considered deposits on your ducted tube?  We considered ignition off the tube but haven’t 

looked at deposits yet.  The vessel tests came out clean but there were only a few injections; we need to 

look in the engine. 

Have you tested lower amounts of the oxygenate?  50% is the only one we tested with LLFC; you may be 

able to go lower.  The DFI chamber test was with n-dodecane (i.e., no oxygenate at all). 

How much standoff distance do you want upstream ofthe duct?  It is not extremely sensitive to position.  

You need to put the spray in the duct, and avoid ignition in the duct. 
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Diesel-Fueled Engine Technologies (DF) Break-Out Session Report Out  
 

Group 1: 

 What benefits would there be for a premium diesel fuel for LD (CN and other properties)?  HD 

fuel requirements probably drive the market in the US 

 CN may not give a good idea of cold startability on modern diesels.  Factor in volatility and other 

properties 

 Effect on fuel composition on in cylinder sooting and oxidation 

 DPFs work; NOx is the problem. 

 How can we use fundamental work like the DFI and gain understanding? 

 There is no standard test of deposit formation in the diesel engine.  Fuel and additive effects? In 

cylinder and injector/fuel system deposits. 

Group 2: 

 How to recover 5% efficiency loss due to CARB regulations (and future EPA) 

 Impact of CN on light off and more similar studies 

 Should we shift focus toward HD/marine?  Co-optima for HD? 

 Can we get more from a barrel of petroleum?  What properties are important and what are the 

costs (including refinery)? 

Group 3: 

 Fuel CN effects are less well known in modern engines – consider both LD and HD.  What are the 

biodiesel effects?  More renewable investigations 

o Higher CN and impacts 

o Optimum properties? 

o Can specs be relaxed? Sulfur? 

o Better control on engines or on fuel properties? 

 Interest in CN in real engines and not just single cylinders.  Does the cetane test work well 

enough?  Will IQT work for a replacement?  Improved models are needed to predict CN. 

 Develop a late cycle oxidation model. Start with a better fundamental model for later stage 

combustion 

 Well to wheels analysis – more drop-in replacements for diesel fuel including biodiesel and algae 

derived renewable diesel 

Group 4: 

 Desire for real time onboard fuel composition – feed forward combustion versus cylinder press 

sensors 

 Production viability of Ducted LLFC 
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 Opportunities for lower aftertreatment costs.  Lower EO PM?  Effect of soot loading on DPF 

efficiency 

 Are HD requirements different from LD?  Fuel improvements for HD FE/emissions.  Comparison 

of different alternative diesel fuels – economic/production viability. 

Group 5: 

 Are there fuel components or additives that could reduce soot? 

 Understand how fuel species affect burn rates and combustion phasing.  More representative 

apparatus for ignition delay than the CFR engine. 

 More investigation of late stage combustion.  How much does post injection drip affect late 

stage combustion/oxidation 

SESSION 5: Alternative/Emerging Fuels (AF) 
 

Introduction by Session Leaders 

Jim Anderson (Ford), Bill Cannella (Chevron), Chuck Mueller (Sandia) 
 

Market Feasibility of Advanced Fuels and Vehicles  

John Eichberger, Fuels Institute 
 

The Fuels Institute was launched in 2013 by the National Association of Convenience Stores.  We try to 

find trends in the market and look for how markets can develop and transform. A slide shows all the 

partner organizations. 

Retail realities: 

No matter how good a fuel is, it does nothing if the consumer can’t or won’t buy it. The retail outlet is 

the key. 

59% of stores that sell fuels are mom and pop businesses, not big corporations.  There has been 

consolidation in the last few years so there are an increasing number of companies that own multiple 

stations. 
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Fuel is 70% of sales for retail stations but only 38% of profit.  Balance of profit comes from in-store sales 

while the customer is fueling.  Historically, retailers have low profit margins.  Retail gross margins are 15 

to 20 cents per gallon. 

EIA projects higher FE in the future vehicle fleet, and this may reduce gasoline sales 23%.  This will have 

big effects on the retail outlets. 

Fuel retailing is complex and investment heavy.  You have to have tanks, pumps, etc.  Any new fuel has 

to be compatible with existing infrastructure or a major investment is needed.  Many stores do not have 

documentation of what equipment is installed underground so they can’t certify compliance with a new 

fuel requirement. 

Demand has to justify investment.  96.9% of vehicles use gasoline.  Flex fuel vehicles (FFV) and HEVs  

constitute 7.8% and 1.5% of that value, respectively .  Diesel 2.8%.  CNG, FCV, BEV, PHEV are all less than 

1%.  How do new technologies fit into return on investment? 

Consumers hold the keys…. But are they economically rational? 

One projection is that battery prices will drop so far and fast that all cars in 20 years will be BEVs.   

But our surveys show the number one reason customers pick a gas station is price. 

Interest in advanced vehicles is strongly related to fuel prices.  In surveys of customer attributes for 

purchase for actual vehicle sales, FE is 15th.  Value, safety, braking etc. are higher importance to buyers.  

Driver seat adjustability is above FE! 

Advanced technologies will hit the market due to push, not pull from customers. 

Gen Z people will have big impact on the cars we can sell.  They will be used to having electric vehicles in 

the market. 

These trends do not encourage retailers to make investments.  Liquid fuel vehicles are expected to 

decrease with time.  Still, liquid fuels will dominate the market.  Projections are that in 2025, 91% of the 

light duty vehicle sales will be for liquid fueled vehicles and 97% of the LDVs on the road will be liquid-

fueled. 

What about new forms of liquid fuel?  Would consumers select a higher octane product if it were 

available? 

When gas prices dropped, the fraction of premium sales increased 2X faster than regular gasoline. 

Consumers don’t know what octane is.  Only about half know what the OEM recommendation is for 

their car.  Most likely car buyers said they would be less likely to buy a car that requires premium 

because the fuel costs more. 
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When will retailers sell a product?  When there are consumers to buy it.  You need something like 20% 

market sales.  You have to start selling it and then it takes 10-20 years for the fleet to roll through. 

“Ideal” is a great place to start but you need to be market feasible.  The “best” fuel is not useful if the 

consumer doesn’t buy it.  New fuels have to be backward compatible, or they will have a very long 

transition time. 

Discussion 

We have discussed dual-fuel systems.  Would that work?  No.  Retailers say customers don’t pay 

attention.  Once a week a customer drives off with the nozzle still in the car; they aren’t paying 

attention.  Maybe if there is a tank that only needs filling rarely, like DEF.  Or, onboard processing. 

Recent changes like ULSD and E10 have been government regulations, not market driven.  Does the 

government consider the impact on distributors and retailers?  Yes they consider it.  Government 

mandate is necessary for a short-time change.  ULSD had a 6 year transition with regular meetings.  And, 

ULSD was backward compatible. 

Are the independent stations franchised, and do the franchise holders have a stake?  It varies; some have 

brand labels etc.  There are contractual restrictions. E85 is by rule excluded from that provision.  New 

fuels would need to come in through medium and large organizations. 

Ford developed a single nozzle that would co-fuel diesel and urea. 

EPA’s experience is that any fuel change takes a very long period for discussion, rulemaking, comments, 

etc.  And this was with backward compatible fuels!  Lead removal took 17 years and a 3 page rule.  

California says a fuel spec change is a 20 year process. 

Since the customer doesn’t know what octane means, we can change the definition! 

Are these small retail stores a possible battery recharge station?  The typical consumer drives 200 miles 

per week; they can charge at home.  So the need for market charging is smaller.  But, some people don’t 

have garages and they need a place to charge.  The market will not really see the EV impact until 2030 or 

later.  The industry is already turning into a food service business.  If you have a fast charger maybe 

people will eat while they charge.  Chargers are going to Cracker Barrel and shopping center type places 

where the consumer expects to spend some time. 

Bioblendstocks that Enable High Efficiency Engine Designs  

Bob McCormick, NREL 
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The Co-optima program is aiming for better fuels and better vehicles, sooner.  Interest in fuel and engine 

combinations that are optimal – low GHG field to tank to wheel. 

SI Engine Fuels: 

High CR boosted downsized engines. 

Some 400 potential biofuels were proposed.  We developed screening criteria.  For instance eliminate 

carcinogens.  Right boiling range?  Right autoignition characteristics?  These filters resulted in 20 fuel 

components to test; see slide.  Includes alcohols, esters, ketones, etc. 

Blend octane number was shown for a range of fuels.  A small error in RON propagates into a large error 

in blend RON.  Some components  with high octane by themselves have low blend octane. 

Higher octane fuel allows higher bmep in a boosted engine before spark retard is needed to avoid knock. 

Many auto makers are asking for S > 8.  8 is the minimum in proposed the ASTM 100 RON standard.  

Esters and ketones do not impart high S.  Could they go on top of E10? 

Fuel heat of vaporization is also an important property. 

The relative benefits of RON and S change; see slide. 

Diesel fuels: 

A slide shows considerations for diesel fuels.  CN, late cycle soot oxidation, melting point, solubility in 

other fuels, water tolerant, nontoxic etc. 

For LTC: 

This is a broad and complex topic. There is a range of combustion systems for gasoline-like fuels.  

Stratification and mixing varies.  HCCI, PCI, etc. 

Volatility is the one property that we are pretty sure matters in all of these systems.  There is a large 

range of other properties that may be important: RON/MON/S/CN or some autoignition metric; phi 

sensitivity; pressure sensitivity; LTHR/ITHR. 

Researchers have burned many kinds of fuel in LTC.  In many cases parameters like fuel injection timing 

and pressure are more important than the fuel properties.  This makes it hard to do screening of new 

fuels.  Probably leads us to pick something already available – high RON high S fuel for boosted 

downsized SI, naphtha fuels with RON ~70 for LTC. 

Discussion 

We could use the same fuel for LTC and boosted if we use naphtha for LTC and then some additives (like 

bio components) for boosted.  Probably would start with some non-aromatic blendstock.  We were 

shooting for a sub-octane part of gasoline.   
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We have a relatively narrow range of fuel chemistries that have been studied.  Will we learn from 

looking at a wider range?  The long term answer might be that you can make anything work, so you 

should choose the most economical. 

Do you have a plan to look at the impact on particulates? Most of these are pretty good for particulate 

matter index (PMI); they have no double bonds.  It seems some oxygenates have other pathways to soot 

that PMI doesn’t address.  Anisole for instance makes more soot than PMI predicts.  The heat of 

vaporization may lower the effective vapor pressure of higher boiling aromatics. 

The retailers are strong on backward compatibility.  Will Co-Optima be able to find a fuel that is very 

different but still compatible?  Some of them, like higher alcohols, may be good for that.  Clearly, some 

are not (ketones, some esters, etc).  They would need a major economic advantage to drive them into 

the market 

Driving the Future: The Development of Advanced Biofuels at the Joint 

Bioenergy Institute 

Blake Simmons, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory 
 

Joint BioEnergy Institute (JBEI). 

We know how to do biofuels “wrong” very well.  How do we do it “right” so they are affordable and 

sustainable?  We look at feedstocks to fuels. 

The question is not what can we make, but what should we make. 

JBEI includes a number of research labs.  220 people under one roof.  $25M/year.  Started in 2007, 

renewed in 2012. 

Mission: basic science to convert cellulosic biomass into drop-in fuels and chemicals. 3 divisions 

 Feedstocks 

 Deconstruction 

 Fuel synthesis 

High risk features: not incremental. 

 Genetically modified crops optimized for fuel 

 Ionic liquid pretreatment 

 Microbes engineered to produce drop in fuels for all transport segments 

 Transform lignin into valuable products. 

Feedstocks: We need to understand plant wall biosynthesis to develop sustainable high yield feedstocks. 
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Biomass has a lot of holes in the structure that we would like to fill with sugars.  Can we fill the fibers 

with cellulose? This makes more energy per acre. This can be done through genetic engineering.  2-3 

times more polysaccharides than the wild variety.  The lignin stream also ends up more useable. 

In Deconstruction, we use ionic liquids.  Cations and anions are effective biomass solvents.  We work at 

room temperature. The cation determines stability and properties, anions determine chemistry and 

functionality.  This is a way to get at the cellulose without aggressive chemical treatment.  Selecting the 

right liquids tunes the chemistry.  We want to avoid damage to the downstream microbes. 

These methods have good selectivity and activity. 

Can we directly make a biofuel in 1 pot?  Put in biomass and ionic liquids then add enzymes and cells, 

and produce ethanol and recover the ionic liquid. 

We demonstrated this method with ethanol, but we want to produce other drop in fuels.  Methyl 

ketones, bisabolane, dimerized pinene, isopentanol are possible products.  We would like to develop a 

new fuel that meets the current fuel specs.  It would be very hard to develop and get approval of a new 

fuel spec.  We are looking at gasoline, diesel, and jet fuels. 

Useful diesel fuels can be made from fatty acid.  Alkenes can be produced in one organism. We get up to 

40% of the theoretical yield without process optimization so far.  We will get better. 

We can make methyl ketones in E.coli (not the kind that makes people sick!). 

Isopentanol is another possible product.  There are three isomers.  Low water solubility, high blending 

ON, high energy density. 

A slide shows the metabolic pathway to make these.  5 years in development.  We get 70% theoretical 

yield. 

Working together with engine and biofuels development gets better results than either alone. 

Isoprenoid alcohols are promising for HCCI. 

At the same time, fuel costs are being reduced.  So far, we have seen a 10,000 fold reduction (!!!).  We 

need to get down to fuel costs, not lab chemical costs.  To get lower cost we are looking at integrating 

processing steps.  Lignins can be made into the ionic liquids and used in the process. 

Ultimately we need to make a biorefinery with a range of products. 

Discussion 

Do the agricultural growing requirements change for your high cellulose plant?  No -- same sunlight, 

water, nitrogen etc. 

How do you approach unintended consequences?  Will the modified genes get into the environment?  

We avoid being labelled as a GMO.  We do not insert foreign DNA, just adjust the pathways already 
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present.  USDA and others are considering the issues.  It is an important point.  We can also use today’s 

existing feedstocks. 

What are the high cost steps in the conversion from biomass to fuels?  Does your method address them?  

We are not trying to pick a winner, just identify some possibilities.  We want to give industry a tool box. 

What is the energy efficiency of the conversion from feedstock to products?  There are a lot of papers.  

We get 10-20% more energy than older processes.  There are no solid/liquid separations between steps, 

and this improves the carbon efficiency dramatically. 

Optimised Natural Gas Engines for Phase II GHG Compliance 

Mark Dunn, Westport Innovations 
 

Westport has been around 20 years.  It started as a joint venture with Cummins.  High pressure injection 

systems.  This year we merged with Fuel Systems Solutions, so now we are Westport Fuel Systems.  We 

produce a range of components for NG and LPG fuels.  Passenger car, light truck, MD, HD, and industrial 

high horsepower applications. 

Large scale shifts in fuel selection can occur.  Class 8 trucks took about 25 years to go from gasoline to 

diesel.  Also, Western European passenger cars shifted strongly to ~50% market share of diesel.  

Recently, refuse trucks have moved rapidly to NG. 

Under the HD GHG 2 rules, NG can provide engine and vehicle compliance benefits.  The market for NG 

is strong in some segments.  We need to target other segments like Class 8 trucks and HD pickups to 

make a bigger impact. 

Efficient NG engines usually over-comply with the GHG rules, and that benefit can carry over to vehicle 

requirements. 

But if NG is only in small segments the impact is limited.  Class 2b (HD pickups and vans), class 3, and 

Class 8 are the big sales volumes for US diesels today.  However, today NG engines are near diesel 

engine cost and don’t do the work the diesel does.  NG storage tanks are also bulky; developments are 

on the way. 

Class 2b/3 diesel trucks have much higher usage factor than gasoline (ie., larger loads). 

Progression of NG engines: 

 NA PFI engines.  NG reduces engine performance.  This is what the GREET model assumes for NG 

vehicles. 
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 Turbo gasoline engine – DI gasoline with PFI NG.  Volvo (Westport), VW, and Mercedes have 

such products.  Matches gasoline engine performance.  CO2 emissions are about halfway from 

gasoline to diesel. 

 Turbo gasoline with DI NG.  Delphi, Conti, and Bosch developments.  Engine power is better than 

the gasoline base. 

 Turbo diesel base engine converted to NG DI.  Max Pcyl is a limit so the diesel base engine helps.  

Past MD diesels converted to NG were good for power and efficiency.  Stoich+EGR combustion.  

But, they used the diesel head and this limits some features.  A new head allows better design 

for NG. 

 High Efficiency SI NG Engine -tumble combustion, rapid burn rate.   This gets GHG reductions, 

about what is needed for 2027.  Cylinder deactivation is included. 

Summary:  

Capability of NG engines can be near diesel GHG, with smaller cost.  This gives the customer a rapid 

payback.  You need a dedicated cylinder head on a diesel bottom end. 

We expect DISI NG engines in production by 2020. 

Discussion 

We have two classes of injector:  

 HD with a diesel pilot, the diesel fuel lubricates the nozzles.   

 On the LD side the injectors are monofuel NG injectors with a dry nozzle.   

Developing a robust seal has been a design issue.  Delphi has been through about 4 generations of 

design to get a successful one. 

How sensitive are you to NG composition?  We have to think about that.  The high eff engine has better 

cooling than some of the earlier engines and we have found a much better knock margin.  On other 

engines we have had issues of cylinder maldistribution of octane requirement. 

Will there be a home refueling system?  We can’t give that answer.  It has been 5 months since we 

finished the merger and we are still looking at things.  We would be interested in home refuel 

appliances. 

Alternative/Emerging Fuels (AF) Break-Out Session Report Out  
Group 1: 

 Understand contaminant and unintended compounds from bio processes 

 Assess cost at scale.  Cost per ton CO2 equivalent 

 What other components are desired? 

 Is reducing GHG from transportation the best use of society’s resources? 
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 What are the criteria for backward compatibility?  What fuels meet them? 

Group 2: 

 What properties make biofuels backward compatible?  Include pipeline compatibility? 

 Is there a role for CRC to suggest an improved metric like AKI or OI?  This would change the fuel 

since refiners would blend to a different property. 

 What refinery product changes would occur if we start blending to a  new octane measure? 

 Is there  CRC role to take Co-Optima results and move them forward? 

Group 3: 

 Should consider desirable characteristics of oxygenates for SI and D2.  Material compatibility, 

PM formation/oxidation, lubricity… 

 Consideration of cheap (waste) feedstocks. Landfill NG has poor quality, but enough value to use 

 Backwards compatibility 

Group 4: 

 Realistic time and cost to scale biofuels to production; mature high volume cost 

 Requires efficiency/GHG benefit to make it worth changing the infrastructure 

 What enablers for cost effective marketing?  Feedstock densification? 

 Biofuels versus photovoltaics – cradle to grave comparison (lit review) 

Group 5: 

 Among promising Co-optima molecules which are most attractive to oil companies to add to 

gasoline?  Should CRC engage? 

 Comparison of lifecycle analyses for the various fuels. 

 Put new biofuel in a different tank.  By mixing perhaps beneficial properties are diluted.  What is 

the benefit of the new fuel?  Can it be better used in octane on demand systems? 

Meeting Wrap-Up and Closing 

Steve McConnell (Marathon) and Chuck Mueller (Sandia) Auditorium, Building 

904 
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Session 1 Co-Optimization of Fuels and Engines Paul Miles, Sandia 

National Laboratories 

Effect of Fuel Components on Abnormal Combustion of the SI Engine - 

Knocking Under Low Speed to High Speed with High Compression Ratio 

Engine Nozomi Yokoo, Toyota Motor Corp. 

Session 2 Combined Effects of Gasoline Composition and Operating 

Strategies on Smoke Emissions for Stratified Charge SI Operation 

Magnus Sjoberg, Sandia National Laboratories 

Session 4 Split Cycle Concepts Arne Andersson, Volvo 

Session 5 Waste Streams as Economic Feedstocks for the Production of 

Sustainable Liquid Fuels Karl Albrecht, Pacific Northwest National 

Laboratory 
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